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INTRODUCTION
Let F
g
be a closed oriented surface of genus g. The corresponding mapping class group !(F
g
)
(or, for short, !
F
) is the group of orientation-preserving di!eomorphisms of F
g
, modulo
isotopies. The action of the mapping class group on the homology of F
g
with Z/nZ
coe$cients de"nes a homomorphism
t :!
F
PSp(2g, Z/nZ)
This homomorphism is surjective and its kernel is called the level n mapping class group,
denoted by ! (F
g
)[n] (or !
F
[n]). We prove the following result when n"2:
THEOREM 0.1. If g*3, then H
2
(!
F
[2];Q)+Q.
Recall that „eichmu( ller space T
F
is the complex manifold that parameterizes isotopy
classes of marked complex structures on a surface F of genus g. The mapping class group
!
F
acts properly discontinuously on T
F
with quotient M
F
, the moduli space of curves.
Similarly, the level two mapping class group !
F
[2] acts on T
F
, with quotient M
F
[2], the
moduli space of curves with level 2 structure. By standard arguments in algebraic geometry,
we have the following corollary:
COROLLARY 0.1. If g*3, then [Pic M
F
[2]]?Q+Q.
This veri"es one case of the conjecture that [PicM
F
[n]]?Q+Q for g large. Harer [10]
has shown that for g*3, [Pic M
F
]?Q+Q, and Hain [7] has shown that for g*3, [Pic
M
F
[n]]?Q is "nitely generated for arbitrary n.
Let Q be a Z/2Z quadratic form on F
g
with Arf invariant e, and let !
F
(e) be the subgroup
of !
F
that preserves Q. The quotient of T
F
under the action of !
F
(e) is called M
F
(e), the
moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus g with spin structure of Arf invariant e3Z/2Z (see
[11] for more details). Because the map H
2
(!
F
[2];Q)PH
2
(!
F
; Q) induced by the inclusion
!
F
[2]P!
g
is an isomorphism and factors through H
2
(!
F
(e);Q), and because !
F
[2] is
a normal subgroup of "nite index in !
F
(e), standard techniques in the homology of groups
establish the following result of Harer [11] (Harer showed the result for g*9):
COROLLARY 0.2. If g*3, then H
2
(M
F
(e);Q)+Q.
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Now we brie#y discuss the ingredients used in our proof, as well as our other main
result. For technical reasons, we work with surfaces with one boundary component. Let
F
g,1
be an oriented genus g surface with one boundary component. De"ne ! (F
g,1
) (or !
F{
for
short) to be the group of orientation-preserving di!eomorphisms of F
g,1
, "xing the bound-
ary pointwise, modulo isotopies "xing the boundary pointwise. (As a convention, we will
use F@ to denote an oriented surface of genus g with one boundary component, and we will
use F to denote an oriented surface of genus g without boundary.) The action of the
mapping class group, !
F{
, on the "rst integral homology of F
g,1
de"nes a homomorphism
/ : !
F{
PSp (2g,Z)
where Sp (2g,Z) is the group of automorphisms of H
1
(F
g,1
) that preserve the intersection
pairing of F
g,1
. This homomorphism is surjective and the kernel, „ (F
g,1
) (or „
F{
) is called
the „orelli group. In other words, the Torelli group is the subgroup of the mapping class
group consisting of those elements that act trivially on the "rst integral homology of the
surface. Parameterize LF
g,1
with parameter ranging from 0 to 2n. De"ne !) (F
g,1
) (or !)
F{
) to
be the extension of Z/2Z by !
F{
that includes all isotopy classes of di!eomorphisms of
F
g,1
that rotate the boundary by an angle of 0 or n. Similarly, de"ne !) (F
g,1
) [2] (or !) @
F
[2])
to be the kernel of the surjective homomorphism !)
F{
PSp(2g,Z/2Z). Finally, de"ne the
extended „orelli group E„ (F
g,1
) (or E„
F{
) to be the subgroup of !) @
F
that consists of those
mapping classes M f N that act by plus or minus the identity on H
1
(F
g,1
;Z), where f rotates
LF
g,1
by an angle of n if and only if f
*
, the map f induces on H
1
(F
g,1
;Z), acts by !1. (We
will prove in the next section that the de"nitions of !)
F{
and of E„
F{
are independent of the
identi"cation of the boundary of F
g,1
with S1.) Note that E„
F{
and „
F{
are related by the
following short exact sequence:
1P„
F{
PE„
F{
PZ/2ZP1.
The proof of Theorem 0.1 involves a careful study of the second homology group of the
extended Torelli groups. As in the rest of this paper, all homology will have Q coe$cients,
unless explicit coe$cients are used. There are roughly three steps involved in the proof. The
"rst step is to analyze H
2
(E„(F
3,1
)), using some results of Johnson and Millson [19, 14, 16].
The second and most involved step is to show that
a
S
H
2
(E„
S
)PH
2
(E„ (F
g,1
))
is surjective for all g*4, where S ranges over a certain subset of genus three and one
boundary component subsurfaces of F
g,1
.
The methods used to prove this step involve the Borel Construction for the extended
Torelli groups acting on Harer’s highly connected BX complexes with the associated
spectral sequences. The Borel construction gives a spectral sequence that describes the
homology of E„ (F
g,1
) in terms of the homology of extended Torelli and Torelli groups of
smaller genus. After establishing this step, it is not di$cult to deduce the following:
THEOREM 0.2. For genus *3, the second homology group with Q coe.cients of the
extended „orelli group, E„
F{
, is ,nitely generated.
It remains an open question whether the second homology group of „
F{
is "nitely
generated or not.
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The "nal step on the way to proving that H
2
(!
F
[2]) has rank one involves using the
Lyndon}Hoschild}Serre (LHS) spectral sequence associated to the following short exact
sequence:
1PE„
F{
P!)
F{
[2]PPSp(2g,Z) [2]P1.
It is not di$cult to show that rationally, Hv(!K F{[2])+Hv(!F{[2]). From the above short
exact sequence, one can deduce that
H
2
(!
F{
[2])+H
2
(E„
F{
)
Sp(2g,Z)*2+
=H
2
(PSp(2g,Z) [2]).
We can then prove our theorem using some representation theory and Borel’s computation
of the stable homology of symplectic groups.
Note that our techniques do not immediately apply to computing H
2
(!
F{
[n]) for
arbitrary n. This is because the extended Torelli group cannot be viewed as a subgroup of
!)
F{
[n] for n’2.
1. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES
Let Fs
g,r
denote an oriented surface of genus g with r boundary components and
s punctures. The mapping class group, ! (Fs
g,r
), is the group n
0
(Di!‘Fs
g,r
)"Di!‘Fs
g,r
/
Di!‘
0
Fs
g,r
where Di!‘Fs
g,r
is the topological group of orientation-preserving di!eomor-
phisms of Fs
g,r
that "x the boundary of Fs
g,r
pointwise and do not permute the punctures, and
Di!‘
0
is the subgroup of Di!‘ consisting of di!eomorphisms that are isotopic to the
identity.
We denote by ! (F
g,1
)[n] (or !
F{
[n]) the subgroup of !
F{
that consists of all mapping
classes that induce the identity on H
1
(F
g,1
;Z/nZ). We call !(F
g,r
) [n] the level n mapping
class group for r"0, 1. We denote by „ (F
g
) (or „
F
) the subgroup of !
F
that consists of all
mapping classes that induce the identity on H
1
(F
g
;Z). Note that we de"ned „ (F
g,1
) in the
introduction. For r*2, the de"nition of „ (F
g,r
) is more complicated; see Section 3 for more
details. We call „ (F
g,r
) the „orelli group.
We de"ne the extended „orelli group, E„ (F
g
) (or E„
F
) to be the extension of Z/2Z by
„(F
g
) that includes hyperelliptic involutions of F
g
. Recall from the previous section that for
F
g,1
, we de"ne the extended „orelli group, E„ (F
g,1
) (or E„
F{
) to be the extension of Z/2Z by
„(F
g,1
) that includes hyperelliptic involutions of F
g,1
. The hyperelliptic involutions are
required to rotate the boundary by an angle of n. (This assumes that the boundary of
F
g,1
has been identi"ed with S1.)
PROPOSITION 1.1. „his de,nition of E„ (F
g,1
) is independent of the identi,cation of LF
g,1
with S1.
Proof. The proof is as follows (and it can be easily applied to show that the de"nition of
!)
F{
given in the previous section is also independent of the identi"cation of LF
g,1
with S1).
Let /
1
and /
2
be two di!erent identi"cations of the boundary of F
g,1
with S1. We shall
denote the associated extended Torelli groups by (E„
F{
)
1
and (E„
F{
)
2
. We show these
groups are isomorphic. We start with the map /~1
2
/
1
, a homeomorphism of the boundary
of F
g,1
to itself. If /~1
2
/
1
preserves the orientation of the boundary of F
g,1
, then it is isotopic
to the identity. One can then use this isotopy to construct a di!eomorphism of the
surface that is the identity away from a collared neighborhood of the boundary. This
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di!eomorphism carries one identi"cation of the boundary onto the other and thus induces
an isomorphism from (E„
F{
)
1
to (E„
F{
)
2
.
If /~1
2
/
1
reverses the orientation of the boundary of F
g,1
, a slight modi"cation of the
above argument is needed. Let r denote the map from S1 to itself that rotates by n. The
homeomorphism from S1 to itself given by t(cos (h), sin (h))"(cos (!h), sin (!h)) is orienta-
tion reversing and commutes with r. The map /~1
2
t/
1
is an orientation-preserving
homeomorphism of the boundary of F
g,1
and by the argument given in the previous
paragraph, it induces an isomorphism from (E„
F{
)
1
to (E„
F{
)
2
. h
We have the following short exact sequence relating „ (F
g,r
) with E„ (F
g,r
) (r"0,1):
1P„ (F
g,r
)PE„ (F
g,r
)PZ/2ZP1.
Using the associated LHS spectral sequence, we see that:
PROPOSITION 1.2. For r"0, 1 and all k:
H
k
(„ (F
g,r
);N)Z@2Z
+H
k
(E„ (F
g,r
); N)
where N is any Q-module.
(Recall that if we let G be a group, ZG the integral group ring of G, M a ZG-Module, and
M
0
be the submodule of M generated by the set M(g!1)m : g3G, m3MN; the G-coin-
variants of M, M
G
, are the elements of M/M
0
. M
G
is the largest quotient of M on which
G acts trivially.)
We can use this result, and some of Johnson’s computations of H
1
(„ (F
g,r
)) to easily
compute H
1
(E„(F
g,r
)):
COROLLARY 1.1. If r"0, 1 and g*3, then H
1
(E„(F
g,r
))"0.
Proof. Recall that Johnson showed the following [14]:
H
1
(„
F{
)+R3 (H
1
(F
g
)) for g*3
H
1
(„
F
)+R3 (H
1
(F
g
))/H
1
(F
g
) for g*3.
Since a hyperelliptic involution in E„(F
g,r
) acts by !1 on H
1
(F
g
), we may deduce that
H
1
(E„ (F
g,r
))"0 for r"0,1 and g*3. h
It will also be useful for us to relate the homology of „
F{
to that of „
F
. There is a natural
surjective homomorphism: m :„
F{
P„
F
, where m takes a di!eomorphism of F@ to the
di!eomorphism of F obtained by "lling in the boundary with a disk and extending by the
identity across the disk [13]. If f3ker (m), consider the isotopy f
t
in F, with f
0
"f and
f
1
"id. The restriction of f
t
to the disk determines, in more or less obvious way,
an element of n
F{
"n
1
(;„F), where;„F denotes the unit tangent bundle of F (see [13] for
more details). Johnson further shows that n
F{
is isomorphic to the kernel of m. There is
a similar surjective map: E„
F{
PE„
F
. Again, the kernel of this map is naturally isomorphic
to n
F{
.
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We will need to know the homology groups of n
F{
. A standard computation gives the
following:
PROPOSITION 1.3. For g*2:
H
k
(n
F{
):G
Q k"0,3
H
1
(n
1
(F
g
)) k"1, 2
0 otherwise.
Now we will describe how H
1
(„
F
) and H
1
(„
F{
) are related:
PROPOSITION 1.4. If g*2, then H
1
(„
F{
)+H
1
(„
F
)=H
1
(n
F{
).
Proof. By Johnson’s results, for g*3, H
1
(„
F{
)+R3 (H
1
(F
g
))+H
1
(„
F
)=H
1
(F
g
). Be-
cause H
1
(n
F{
)+H
1
(F
g
), we have established our desired result for g*3. When g"2,
consider the short exact sequence:
1Pn
F{
P„ (F
2,1
)P„ (F
2
)P1.
Since „ (F
2
) is free (see [19]), the associated LHS spectral sequence gives H
1
(„ (F
2,1
))+
H
1
(„ (F
2
))=H
1
(n
F{
)
T2
. Since „ (F
2
) acts trivially on H
1
(n
F{
), we have established the result
for g"2. We note that the splitting of H
1
(„
F{
) we shall use will be the unique splitting
invariant under the action of Sp (2g,Z) (see Section 4). h
2. COMPUTATION OF H2(ET (F3,1 ))
In this section, we "rst show that for g*3, H
1
„
F
?H
1
(n
F{
) has rank less than or equal
to the rank of H
2
(E„
F{
). We will later use this result to compute H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
)).
PROPOSITION 2.1. For g*3, the rank of H
1
(„
F
)?H
1
(n
F{
) is less than or equal to the rank
of H
2
(E„
F{
).
Proof. Recall that if c is a bounding simple closed curve in F
g,r
, then q
c
, the right handed
Dehn twist on c, determines an element in „ (F
g,r
). We will adopt Johnson’s convention of
calling such a map a BSCC map.
Now, we use the following short exact sequence of Johnson, valid for g*3 [15]:
1PK
F{
P„
F{
PR3H
1
(F
g,1
)P1
where K
F{
is the subgroup of „
F{
generated by BSCC maps, and K
F{
contains the
commutator subgroup of „
F{
as a subgroup of "nite index. The associated LHS spectral
sequence gives the E2 term (using G"R3H
1
(F
g,1
)):
We claim that a non-trivial element, u, of H
1
(„
F
)?H
1
(n
F{
) corresponds to a non-trivial
element, u@, in the E2
2,0
position of the above spectral sequence, and that d2u@"0.
Furthermore, we will show that for an independent set of generators Mu
k
N of
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H
1
(„
F
)?H
1
(n
F{
), the corresponding Mu@
k
N are independent in E=
2,0
with d2 (u
k
)"0 for each
k. This will establish that the rank of H
1
„
F
?H
1
(n
F{
) is less than or equal to the rank of
H
2
(„
F{
) for g*3.
Fix a standard set of generators Mh
1
,2, h2gN of H1(nF{), and a standard set of generators
Mg
1
,2, gmN of H1 („F), where the gi are of the form hj’hk’hl with j(k(l and m"(2g3 )
(see [15]). Since H
1
(„
F{
)+H
1
(„
F
)=H
1
(n
F{
) [15], each h
j
and g
i
correspond to unique
independent generators of H
1
(„
F{
). We will abuse notation and let h
j
and g
i
denote their
corresponding elements in H
1
(„
F{
). Thus for 1)j)2g and 1)i)m, each h
j
’g
i
is an
element of H
2
(G)"R2(R3H
1
(F
g,1
)).
Consider an arbitrary choice of h
j
and g
i
. If there exist representatives of h
j
and g
i
in „
F{
,
say hI
j
and gJ
i
, such that the representatives commute, then d2(h
1
’g)"[hI
1
,gJ
1
] is trivial in
(H
1
(K))
G
. This is because [hI
1
,gJ
1
] is trivial in K, so its homology class will be trivial in (H
1
(K))
G
.
Now suppose that h
j
and g
i
do not have representatives in „
F{
that commute. We denote
by hI
1
and gJ
1
our choice of representatives for h
j
and g
i
. Since h
j
?g
i
corresponds to an
element of H
1
(„
F
, H
1
(n
F{
)), we may express [hI
j
, gJ
i
] as < [a
n
, b
n
], a product of commutators
in n
F{
. This is true because „
F
acts trivially on H
1
(n
F{
). We then have that
h
j
’g
i
#+[b
n
]’[a
n
] is non-zero in H
2
G"R2 (R3H
1
(F
g,1
)). This is because H
1
„
F
and
H
1
(n
F{
) are di!erent direct summands in R3H
1
(F
g,1
)+H
1
(„
F
)=H
1
(n
F{
). Under d2,
(h
1
’g
1
#+[b
n
]’[a
n
]) maps to the class of [hI
1
, gJ
1
] <[b
n
, a
n
] in H
1
(K)
G
. Since
[hI
1
, gJ
1
] <[b
n
, a
n
] is trivial in K, its class is trivial in (H
1
(K))
G
.
We may thus conclude that h
j
?g
i
corresponds to a non-zero element in the E=
2,0
term,
for any choice of h
j
and g
i
. Moreover, the set of all Mh
j
’g
i
#(+[b
n
]’[a
n
])
(i,j)
N for
1)j)2g and 1)i)m are linearly independent in E2
2,0
"R2 (R3H
1
(F
g,1
)) because the
Mh
j
N are linearly independent in H
1
(„
F
)+(R3H
1
(F
g,1
))/(H
1
(F
g,1
) and the Mg
i
N are linearly
independent in H
1
(n
F{
)+H
1
(F
g,1
). Since the Mh
j
?g
i
N generate H
1
„
F
?H
1
(n
F{
) we have thus
shown that H
1
„
F
?H
1
(n
F{
) has rank less than or equal to that of H
2
(„
F{
).
Since H
1
(„
F
)?H
1
(n
F{
) is invariant under the action of Z/2Z, this further implies that
H
1
(„
F
)?H
1
(n
F{
) has rank less than or equal to that of H
2
(E„
F{
)+H
2
(„
F{
)Z@2Z
. h
THEOREM 2.1. „here is a natural isomorphism
H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
))+H
1
(n
F{
)?H
1
(„ (F
3
))
+<?
R3 <
<
where n
F{
is the fundamental group of the unit tangent bundle of a surface of genus 3, and
<"H
1
(F
3
).
Proof. The second isomorphism follows from Proposition 1.3, together with the result
of [15] that H
1
„ (F
3
)+R3</<. To establish the "rst isomorphism of the theorem, consider
the sequence from Section 1:
1Pn
F{
PE„ (F
3,1
)PE„ (F
3
)P1
The E2 term of the associated LHS spectral sequence is
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By a result of Johnson and Millson (see [19]), H
2
(E„ (F
3
)) is trivial. By Proposition 1.3,
H
1
(n
F{
)+H
2
(n
F{
)+<, so the above sequence becomes
We may conclude that H
0
(E„ (F
3
); < )+<
ET(F3)
is trivial because each hyperelliptic involu-
tion in E„ (F
3,1
) acts by !1 on <. It remains to compute H
1
(E„ (F
3
),<), and the
di!erential d2
3,0
. From Corollary 1.1, H
1
(E„(F
3
),<)+H
1
(„ (F
3
);< )Z@2Z . By de"nition,
„ (F
3
) acts trivially on <. This implies that H
1
(„ (F
3
),< )+H
1
„ (F
3
)?<. Now, Z/2Z acts
trivially on H
1
(„ (F
3
))?< because it acts by !1 on both< and on H
1
(„ (F
3
))+R<3/<. It
follows that H
1
(E„ (F
3
),<)+H
1
(„ (F
3
))?< and that
H
1
(„ (F
3
))?<
Image(d2
3,0
)
PH
2
(E„ (F
3,1
)) (1)
is surjective.
Next we note that by Proposition 2.1, H
1
(„ (F
3
))?< has rank less than or equal to the
rank of H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
)). Together with (1) this shows that
H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
))+H
1
(n
F{
)?H
1
(„ (F
3
)). h
3. STATEMENT OF THE KEY THEOREM
For genus g’3, choose a set S so that is a subset of all genus 3 and 1 boundary
component subsurfaces of F
g,1
. Choose the elements inS so that each determines a unique
orthogonal decomposition H
1
(F
g,1
)+A=B, where A+H
1
(F
3
), B+H
1
(F
g~3
), and all such
decompositions are given by a unique subsurface in S. Now we are ready to state our key
theorem:
THEOREM 3.1. For g’3 there is a surjective map f : =
S|S
H
2
(E„
S
)PH
2
(E„ (F
g,1
)). „he
map f restricted to each direct summand is the map induced by inclusion.
We call this our key theorem because it is the most involved step on the way to showing
that H
2
(!
F
[2])+Q and that H
2
(E„
F{
) is "nitely generated for g*3. We prove this theorem
though an analysis of the action of the extended Torelli groups on the BX complexes of
Harer [8]. First de"ne BX(F
g,1
) (or BX
g,1
for short) as follows: Pick two points, p
1
and
p
2
on the boundary of F
g,1
. An arc system of rank k is the isotopy class of a collection
Sa
0
, a
1
,2, akT of imbedded arcs such that
(a) a
i
Wa
j
"Mp
1
, p
2
N when iOj.
(b) a
i
is not isotopic to a
j
rel p
1
and p
2
.
(c) F!Zk
i/0
a
i
is connected.
Let BX
g,1
be the simplicial complex whose k-simplices correspond to rank k arc systems
with face relations for inclusions. We will frequently use the fact that vertices in BX
g,1
will
correspond to single arcs, and we shall use the term vertex and arc interchangeably. Each
arc has a natural orientation induced by traveling from p
1
to p
2
. We have that „
F{
and E„
F{
act naturally on BX
g,1
.
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Fig. 1. The arc "xed by „(F
g,2
).
We can de"ne BX(F
g,2
) (or BX
g,2
) in the same way as we de"ned BX
g,1
, only BX
g,2
is
built from arc systems on F
g,2
with p
1
and p
2
lying on di!erent boundary components. In
addition, we will consider F
g,2
to be a subsurface of F
g‘1,1
. More precisely, it is the surface
formed by cutting along a non-separating arc that connects two points on the boundary of
F
g‘1,1
. Unless stated otherwise, we will assume the arc is as the one in Fig. 1.
Fix an arc, c
0
, connecting the two points p
1
and p
2
on the boundary of F
g‘1,1
, as in
Fig. 1. De"ne „ (F
g,2
) (respectively E„ (F
g,2
)) to be to the subgroup of „ (F
g‘1,1
) (respective-
ly E„ (F
g‘1,1
)) that "xes c
0
. Our de"nition is somewhat ambiguous, since di!erent choices
for c
0
will yield di!erent subgroups. Each such subgroup is, however, of the same isomor-
phism type. To avoid confusion, we shall assume c
0
remains "xed. By de"nition, both
„ (F
g,2
) and E„ (F
g,2
) act naturally on BX
g,2
. Elements of E„ (F
g,2
) that act by !I on
H
1
(F
g‘1,1
) are assumed to permute p
1
and p
2
, otherwise they are assumed to "x p
1
and p
2
.
We de"ne the homology class of an arc a in BX
g,2
(respectively BX
g,1
) to be the
homology class in H
1
(F
g‘1
; Z) (respectively H
1
(F
g,1
; Z)) of the curve formed by joining the
points p
1
and p
2
along a, then along the boundary of the given surface. The homology class
of an arc a will be denoted [a]. We shall assume throughout the rest of this paper that
Me
1
, f
1
, e
2
, f
22, eg‘r~1, fg‘r~1N is a symplectic basis for H1(Fg‘r~1), and in the BXg,2
complex, the homology class of c
0
is e
1
. This implies that the homology classes of a vertex, v,
in BX
g,2
is such that e
1
) [v]"1. In other words, all homology classes of vertices in BX
g,2
can be written in the form f
1
plus and element of spanMe
1
, e
2
, f
2
,2, eg‘1, fg‘1N.
Recall that an n-dimensional simplicial complex is called spherical of dimension n if it is
homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres of dimension n. The following lemma was
proven by Harer [8].
LEMMA 3.1. „he complex BX
g,2
is spherical of dimension 2g. „he complex BX
g,1
is
spherical of dimension 2g!1.
The Borel construction gives an augmented homology spectral sequence (Ef, df) con-
verging to 0 for p#q((dimension of BX
g,r
) for r"1,2, with E1 term given by
E1
p,q
"=pp Hq(Gpp )
where p*0 and the sum is over representatives of the orbits of the p-simplices under the
action of G"E„ (F
g,r
) (r"1, 2), and Gpp denotes the stabilizer of pp . When p"!1,
E1
~1,q
"H
q
(G). In order to use these spectral sequences to study the homology of E„ (F
g,r
),
we must describe the orbits under the action of E„ (F
g,r
) on the BX
g,r
complex.
Harer has shown [8] that each rank p arc system, b, determines an element P(b ) of the
symmetric group, &
p‘1
, as follows. Order the arcs counterclockwise as they emerge from p
1
,
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the order that they encounter p
2
, measured clockwise, gives P (b ). Harer also showed that
two p-simplices of BX
g,r
are equivalent under the action of ! (F
g,r
) if and only if the
p-simplices determine the same element in &
p‘1
. In our case, there will be more orbits. Here
we describe the orbits of BX
g,r
under the action of „ (F
g,r
) to get an upper bound on the
orbit classes under the action of E„ (F
g,r
).
LEMMA 3.2. „wo p-simplices a"Sa
0
, a
1
,2, apT and a@"Sa@0, a@1,2, a@pT in BXg,r are
equivalent under the action of „ (F
g,r
) for r"1, 2 if and only if [a
0
]"[a@
0
], [a
1
]"[a@
1
],
2 [ap]"[a@p], and P (a)"P(a@).
Proof. If two p-simplices a and a@ are equivalent under the action of „ (F
g,r
), then it must
be true that the homology classes of the arcs that make up a and the arcs that make up a@ are
the same, and that P (a)"P (a@).
In the other direction, Harer [8] showed that when P(a)"P (a@) there exists f in ! (F
g,r
)
taking a to a@. We must show that if [a
j
]"[a@
j
] for j"0, 1, 2 , p, then f may be chosen to
be in „
g,r
. We let Fa
0
"F!a (in case a is an arc system in BX
g,2
, we set Fa
0
"F!a!e
1
,
where e
1
denotes the arc to be "xed in F
g‘1,1
), and we de"ne Fa{
0
in the same way. For now
we assume that Fa
0
and Fa{
0
are surfaces with one boundary component. In the BX
g,1
case, let
N(a) (respectively N(a@)) be a regular neighborhood of ZMa
i
NXLF
g,1
in F
g,1
. In the BX
g,2
case, let N(a) (respectively N(a@)) be a regular neighborhood of ZMa
i
NXLF
g,1
X e
1
in F
g‘1,1
.
We then have that H
1
(F)+H
1
(N(a))=H
1
(Fa
0
)+H
1
(N(a@))=H
1
(Fa{
0
). The map induced by
f on homology, f
*
, maps H
1
(N(a)) to H
1
(N(a@)) via the identity, and it maps H
1
(Fa
0
) to
H
1
(Fa{
0
). We will denote by M the restriction of f
*
to H
1
(Fa
0
)"H
1
(Fa{
0
). It is clear that
M corresponds to an element of the symplectic group associated to H
1
(Fa{
0
). We may lift
M~1 to ! (Fa{
0
), and then extend by the identity over N(a@) to obtain an element g3!(F
g,r
). It
follows that g" f takes a to a@, and g" f3„ (F
g,r
).
Now assume that Fa
0
and Fa{
0
are surfaces with b’1 boundary components. Note that
inside F
g,1
(F
g‘1,1
for BX
g,2
case), the ith boundary component of Fa
0
is homologous to the
ith boundary component of Fa{
0
. We show that we can "nd two additional vertices, c and c@,
such that c and c@ extend the arc systems a and a@ to arc systems aN and aN @ with P (aN )"P(aN @),
[aN ]"[aN @], and FaN
0
, FaN {
0
are surfaces with b!1 boundary components. Then, by induction,
there exists f3„ (F
g,r
) such that f (aN )"f (aN @), and thus f (a)"f (a@).
We can add to the arc system a another vertex c such that c connects one boundary
component of Fa
0
to another. There is an f3! (F
g,r
) that takes a to a@; consider the image of
c under f in Fa{
0
. We claim there exists a di!eomorphism, h, of Fa{
0
taking f (c) to an arc with
the homology of c. In addition, the di!eomorphism "xes pointwise the boundaries of Fa{
0
. To
describe the di!eomorphism, we must consider the two boundaries to which f (a) is
connected. The di!eomorphism moves the second boundary next to the "rst boundary by
dragging the second boundary along the path f (c) (this is similar to contracting the path f (c)
back to its starting point, only the contraction also moves the second boundary compo-
nent), then slides the second boundary back to its original position along the path that
would be determined by c. This de"nes our desired di!eomorphism h. The image of f (c)
under h is an arc, c@, that has the same homology as c. Since h "xes pointwise the boundary
of Fa{
0
, it can be extended by the identity to a di!eomorphism of F
g,1
(F
g‘1,1
) "xing the arc
system a@. The composition h " f takes the arc system aN "aXc to aN @"a@Xc@, and
P(aN )"P (aN @) and [aN ]"[aN @]. h
To describe the stabilizers of the various orbit classes under the action of „(F
g,r
), we
need to introduce the notion of species. Let Sa
0
, a
1
,2 , apT be a rank p arc system in the
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BX
g,1
complex. De"ne the species of Sa
0
, a
1
,2 , apT to be the genus of a regular neighbor-
hood of ZMa
i
NXLF
g,1
in F
g,1
. Let Sa
0
, a
1
,2 , apT be a rank p arc system in the BXg,2
complex. De"ne the aspiring species of Sa
0
, a
1
, 2 , apT to be the genus of a regular
neighborhood of ZMa
i
NXLF
g‘1,1
X e
1
in F
g‘1,1
, where F
g‘1,1
is the surface E„ (F
g,2
) acts
on, "xing the arc c
0
. For r’2, "x a rank r!2, species 0 arc system, b. De"ne „ (F
g,r
) to be
the subgroup of „ (F
g‘r~1,1
) that "xes b. We point out that di!erent choices of b yield
di!erent but isomorphic subgroups. To avoid ambiguity, we keep b "xed.
It is not di$cult to establish the following lemma (see [8]):
LEMMA 3.3. In the BX
g,r
complex, for r"1, 2, the stabilizer in „(F
g,r
) of a species s (or
aspiring species s), rank p arc system is isomorphic to „(F
g~(p‘1)‘s,r‘(p‘1)~2s
).
The action discussed above is of course that of „ (F
g,r
), and we are interested in the
action of E„ (F
g,r
), for r"1, 2. Any hyperelliptic involution (any lift of the generator of
Z/2Z) in E„ (F
g,r
) reverses the order of a pair of vertices, v
1
and v
2
, if [v
1
] ) [v
2
] is zero,
where ) is the standard homology intersection. If [v
1
] ) [v
2
] is one, then it is not di$cult to
show there exists a hyperelliptic involution that "xes Sv
1
, v
2
T. The action of a hyperelliptic
involution on any p-simplex can be determined by examining the action on each pair of
vertices in the p-simplex. In particular, there exists a hyperelliptic involution that preserves
a p-simplex Sa
0
, a
1
,2 , apT if and only if [ai] ) [aj]"1 for i(j (see Fig. 2). Thus, in
comparison with the orbit classes of BX
g,r
mod the action of the Torelli group, there are
fewer orbit classes mod the action of the extended Torelli group, and the stabilizer of
a p-simplex class Sa
0
, a
1
,2 , apT is isomorphic to an extended Torelli group if and only if
[a
i
] ) [a
j
]"1 for i(j.
We summarize the above discussion with the following lemma:
LEMMA 3.4. In the BX
g,r
complex, for r"1, 2, the stabilizer in E„(F
g,r
) of a spe-
cies s (or aspiring species s), rank p arc system, Sa
0
, a
1
,2, apT is isomorphic to
„ (F
g~(p‘1)‘s,r‘(p‘1)~2s
), provided [a
i
] ) [a
j
]O1 for some i, j with i(j; otherwise, the
stabilizer is isomorphic to E„ (F
g~(p‘1)‘s,r‘(p‘1)~2s
) .
We let E„ (F
g,2
) act on BX
g,2
, and use the Borel construction to get a spectral sequence
whose E1 term is (up to isomorphism)
(*)
where the direct sum is over the orbit classes described above. There are many p!simplex
orbit classes corresponding to a given element of &
p
. We will be particularly interested in
this spectral sequence when g*3. Note that a rank 2 arc system that determines [213] in
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Fig. 2. A 2-simplex, Sv
0
, v
1
, v
2
T "xed by a hyperelliptic involution.
the symmetric group is mapped by the Z/2Z action in E„ (F
g,2
) to an arc system that
determines [132].
We also use the Borel construction with E„ (F
g,1
) acting on BX
g,1
to get a spectral
sequence whose E1 term is (up to isomorphism)
(**)
Again, the direct sum is over the orbit classes described above. We will be particularly
interested in this spectral sequence for g*4. To prove Theorem 3.1 we need the following
two results:
PROPOSITION 3.1. If g*3 (respectively g*4), then the E2
1,0
and E2
2,0
terms of the spectral
sequence (*) (respectively (**)) are both zero.
PROPOSITION 3.2. If g*3 (respectively g*4), then the E2
1,1
term of the spectral sequence
(*) (respectively (**)) is zero.
For the sake of organization, we shall assume these somewhat technical Propositions to
be true for now, putting o! their proofs until Sections 5 and 6.
Note that each vertex in the BX
g,2
complex determines a subsurface of type F
g,1
, and
E„ (F
g,2
) acts naturally on these surfaces. Take ( to be a set of orbit representatives. By
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, E2
1,1
"0, and E2
2,0
"0 in the spectral sequence (*) for g*3. We
may conclude that
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PROPOSITION 3.3. For g*3, there is a surjective map
a
S|(
H
2
(E„
S
)PH
2
(E„ (F
g,2
))
Note that each vertex in the BX
g,1
complex determines a subsurface of type F
g~1,2
, and
E„ (F
g,1
) acts naturally on these subsurfaces. Take ) to be a set of orbit representatives.
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, applied to the spectral sequence (**), allow us to conclude:
PROPOSITION 3.4. If g*4, then there is a surjective map
a
S|)
H
2
(E„
S
)PH
2
(E„ (F
g,1
))
Now we are close to completing a proof of Theorem 3.1 (modulo the proofs of
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2). For g’3, let A denote the set of all arc systems in BX
g,1
whose
stabilizer under the action of E„ (F
g,1
) is isomorphic to E„ (F
3,1
) via Lemma 3.4. Each
arc system in A has to have rank 2g!7. In addition, in order for the stabilizer of
Sa
0
,2 , a2g~7T to be an extended Torelli group (as opposed to a Torelli group), we must
have [a
i
] ) [a
j
]"1 for i(j. Let B denote the set of subsurfaces of type F
3,1
of F
g,1
deter-
mined by the arc systems in A. Repeated application of Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 gives the
following surjection:
a
S|B
H
2
(E„
S
)PH
2
(E„ (F
g,1
)) (2)
where the surjection restricted to each direct summand is the map induced by inclusion.
We can make the direct sum of the above surjection (2) be over a subset of the elements
of B, and the resulting map will still be a surjection. Note each arc system in BX
g,1
whose
stabilizer is isomorphic to E„ (F
3,1
) via Lemma 3.4 determines a simple closed curve, C,
that divides F
g,1
into a subsurface of genus three with one boundary component, and
a subsurface of genus g!3 with one boundary component. Such a decomposition leads to
an orthogonal splitting of H
1
(F
g,1
) into H
1
(F
3
)=H
1
(F
g~3
). In particular, C is the boundary
of the F
3,1
determined by the arc system a. Note that if C is isotopic to C@, then the image of
the H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
)) associated to an arc system that determines C in H
2
(E„ (F
g,1
)) is the same
as the image of the H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
)) associated to an arc system that determines C@. It is also
true that each isotopy class of simple closed curve that divides F
g,1
as described above has
a representative curve that is the boundary of a subsurface of type F
3,1
determined by some
arc system in A.
We de"ne * (F
g,1
) to be the set of isotopy classes of simple closed curves in F
g,1
that
divide F
g,1
into an F
3,1
and an F
g~3,1
. Choose B@ to be the subset of B that consists of
subsurfaces of F
g,1
of type F
3,1
that correspond to arc systems in A that uniquely determine
all elements in * (F
g,1
). We thus have the surjection
a
S|B{
H
2
(E„
S
)PH
2
(E„ (F
g,1
)).
We can again change the direct sum of the above surjection be over a sub-set of B@, and
the resulting map will still be a surjection. First de"ne H* (F
g,1
) to be the set of decomposi-
tions of H
1
(F
g,1
) induced by C3* (F
g,1
). Notice that if C,C@3*(F
g,1
), then HC"HC@ if and
only if there exists /3„
F{
such that / (C)"/ (C@). Notice also that Sp(2g,Z) acts transitive-
ly on H*(F
g,1
) and that !(F
g,1
) acts transitively on * (F
g,1
). If C3* (F
g,1
), let S
C
denote the
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corresponding subsurface of genus 3 and 1 boundary component in F
g,1
. There is an
inclusion i
c
: E„ (S
C
)PE„ (F
g,1
), induced by the inclusion of S
C
into F
g,1
. This brings us to
the following lemma:
LEMMA 3.5. If C1, C23*(F
g,1
) are such that HC1"HC2, then the two maps
i
C1*
, i
C2*
: H
k
(E„ (S
Cj
))PH
k
(E„ (F
g,1
)) have the same image for j"1, 2 and all k.
Proof. There exists /3„
F{
such that /(C)"C@. It follows that i@
C*
"/
* 3 iC*, where /* is
induced by conjugation by /, which acts by 1 on H
k
(E„ (F
g,1
)). h
Choose a set S that is a subset of B@ as follows. Choose the elements in S so that each
determines a unique orthogonal decomposition H
1
(F
g,1
)+A=B, where A+H
1
(F
3
),
B+H
1
(F
g~3
), and all such decompositions are given by a unique subsurface in S. Using
Lemma 3.5, we may conclude that Theorem 3.1 is true:
a
S|S
H
2
(E„
S
)PH
2
(E„ (F
g,1
)) (3)
is surjective for all g*4. Moreover, the map restricted to each direct summand is the map
induced by inclusion. h
From here, it is required to show that H
2
(E„
F{
) is "nitely generated, establishing
Theorem 0.2.
We claim that the map in (3) factors through mapping from H
1
(„ (F
g,1
))?H
1
(„ (F
g,1
))
to H
2
(E„ (F
g,1
)). Consider an individual summand, H
2
(E„
S
), associated to SLF
g,1
, where
S is of genus 3 with 1 boundary component. By Theorem 2.1, we have that H
2
(E„
S
)+
H
1
(F
3
)?H
1
(„ (F
3
)). We can thus map H
2
(E„
S
) into H
1
(S)?H
1
(„
S
) by choosing appropri-
ate lifts of elements of H
1
(F
3
) and H
1
(„ (F
3
)). Since H
1
(„ (F
g,1
))+H
1
(F
g
)=H
1
(„ (F
g
)), it
follows that H
1
(S)?H
1
(„
S
) can be mapped injectively to H
1
(„ (F
g,1
))?H
1
(„ (F
g,1
)), then
to H
2
(E„ (F
g,1
)). Applying this process to each summand, we get that the map from
=
S|S
H
2
(E„
S
) onto H
2
(E„ (F
g,1
)) factors through H
1
(„ (F
g,1
))?H
1
(„ (F
g,1
)), and we may
conclude that Theorem 0.2 is true, namely that the second homology of the extended Torelli
group is "nitely generated for genus *3. Proposition 1.3 gives the rank of H
1
(„ (F
g
))
?H
1
(F
g
) as a lower bound on the rank of H
2
(E„ (F
g,1
)), and of course an upper bound of
the rank of H
2
(E„ (F
g,1
)) is given by the rank of H
1
(„ (F
g,1
))?H
1
(„ (F
g,1
)).
4. COMPUTATION OF H2(CF [2])
Here we will use the results of the previous sections, a result of Borel, and some
representation theory to prove a very important consequence of Theorem 3.1, namely
that H
2
(!
F
[2])+Q for g*3. On the way to doing so, we will show that
H
2
(E„(F
3,1
))
Sp(6,Z)*2+
"0. Before doing this, we need some preliminary results.
LEMMA 4.1. If G-Sp (2g,Z) has ,nite index, then G is Zariski dense in Sp (2g,Q).
Proof. The result follows from Borel and Serre’s proof that if G is a connected semi-
simple algebraic group over a number "eld of "nite degree over Q with no non-trivial
connected compact normal Q-subgroups, then any arithmetic subgroup is Zariski dense
(see [1]). h
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It is also known that:
PROPOSITION 4.1. If < is a ,nite-dimensional Q vector space and< is an Sp(2g,Q) module
(either as a ‚ie group or algebraic group), then <"=a<a where each <a is simple.
Standard arguments allow us to deduce the following from Proposition 4.1:
COROLLARY 4.1. <Sp(2g,Q)+<
Sp (2g,Q)
.
We also need the following proposition, which can be proved using standard arguments:
PROPOSITION 4.2. =ith <, G as above, and with G acting as the restriction of the
representation of Sp(2g,Q) on <, then <G"<Sp (2g,Q) and <
G
"<
Sp (2g,Q)
.
This gives the following:
COROLLARY 4.2. =ith <, G as above, <G+<
G
.
Irreducible representations of the symplectic group are classi"ed by highest weights.
Choose a set j
1
, j
2
,2, jg of fundamental weights of Sp(2g,Q). We denote by < (j) the
irreducible Sp(2g,Q) module with highest weight j"&n
j
j
j
. We have that H
1
(F
g
) is the
irreducible representation with highest weight j
1
, and that H
1
(„
F
) is the irreducible
representation with highest weight j
3
(see comment in the proof of Proposition 1.4). Recall
from Section 2 that H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
))+H
1
(F
3
)?H
1
(„ (F
3
)). Since H
1
(F
3
) and H
1
(„ (F
3
)) are
representations of the algebraic group Sp (6,Q), H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
)) is too. In particular,
H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
)) is isomorphic to < (j
1
)?<(j
3
). This brings us to the next proposition:
PROPOSITION 4.3. If G(Sp(6, Z) has ,nite index, then H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
))
G
"0.
In particular, we are interested in the case where G"Sp (6,Z) [2].
Proof. We will use the following string of equivalences:
H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
))G+(< (j
1
)?< (j
3
))G+(<(j
1
)?<(j
3
))Sp(6,Q)"0.
We have proven all of the equivalences in the above string, except for the last one. To
prove it, we "rst note that <(j
1
) has an invariant bilinear form q. Thus we have an Sp (6,Q)
equivariant map:
<(j
1
)P<(j
1
)*
vCS!, vT.
The above map is an isomorphism by Schur’s lemma, because the inner product is
non-degenerate.
We also have the following Sp (6, Q) equivariant isomorphisms:
<(j
1
)?<(j
3
)+<(j
1
)*?<(j
3
)+HomQ (<(j1),<(j3)).
Finally, taking invariants of the above, we get
(< (j
1
)?< (j
3
))Sp(6,Q)+Hom
Sp(6,Q)
((<(j
1
),< (j
3
))"0
where the last equality is a consequence of Schur’s lemma.
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The work of Johnson (see [14]) shows that the action of Sp (6,Z) on H
1
(F
3
)?H
1
(„ (F
3
))
is the restriction of the representation of the group Sp (6,Q). Finally, (H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
))
G
+
(H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
))G, thus H
2
(E„ (F
3,1
))
G
"0. h
Now we are almost ready to show H
2
(!
F
[2])+Q. Recall that we de"ne !)
F{
to be the
extension of Z/2Z by !
F{
that includes all isotopy classes of di!eomorphisms of F
g,1
that
rotate the boundary by an angle of n. We similarly de"ne !)
F{
[2] to be the kernel of the
surjective homomorphism !)
F{
PSp(2g,Z/2Z). The following short exact sequence relates
!
F{
[2] and !)
F{
[2]:
1P!
F{
[2]P!)
F{
[2]PZ/2ZP1
where the generator of the Z/2Z action can be lifted to a di!eomorphism of F
g,1
that rotates
the boundary by an angle of n and "xes F
g,1
away from the boundary (a half Dehn twist on
the boundary). Since this element commutes with all elements of !
F{
[2], applying the LHS
spectral sequence with Q coe$cients shows !)
F{
[2] and !
F{
[2] have the same rational
homology. We will compute H
2
(!
F{
[2]) via H
2
(!)
F{
[2]).
THEOREM 4.1. If g*3, then H
2
(!
F{
[2])+Q.
Proof. We use the Lyndon}Hoschild}Serre (LHS) spectral sequence associated to the
following short exact sequence:
1PE„
F{
P!)
F{
[2]PPSp(2g,Z) [2]P1
The associated LHS spectral sequence is as follows:
where the "rst row is 0 because H
1
(E„
F{
) is isomorphic to H
1
(„
F{
)Z@2Z
, which is isomorphic
to (R3H
1
(F
g,1
))Z@2Z
. Since Z/2Z acts by !1 on H
1
(F
g,1
), we have that (R3H
1
(F
g,1
))Z@2Z
+0.
From the spectral sequence, one can deduce that H
2
(!)
F{
[2]) is isomorphic to
(H
2
(E„
F{
)
Sp(2g,Z)*2+)
/(Imd3
3,0
)=H
2
(PSp(2g,Z) [2]).
Borel’s computation of the stable cohomology of arithmetic groups implies that
H
2
(PSp(2g,Z) [2]) has stable rank 1 (see [2]). In addition, he has communicated to Hain
that the stabilization occurs at g"3 (cf. Theorem 3.2 [6]). The next Lemma will complete
our proof of Theorem 4.1.
LEMMA 4.2. If g*3, then H
2
(E„
F{
)
Sp (2g,Z)*2+
"0.
Proof. In the case g"3, the proof follows directly from Proposition 4.3. When g*4, by
Theorem 3.1, we have that
a
S|S
H
2
(E„
S
)PH
2
(E„ (F
g,1
)) (4)
is surjective, where S ranges over a minimal set of subsurfaces of F
g,1
of genus 3 with one
boundary component, giving all orthogonal homology splittings of H
1
(F
g,1
) into
H
1
(F
3
)=H
1
(F
g~3
).
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Choose ( to be a set of F
3,1
subsurfaces of F
g,1
that contains a unique F
3,1
correspond-
ing to each orbit class of splitting under the action of Sp(2g,Z) [2]. We have by Shapiro’s
lemma:
Aa
S|S
H
2
(E„
S
)B
Sp(2g,Z) *2+
+A a
FC|(
(H
2
(E„
FC
))
GCB (5)
where G
C
is the stabilizer in Sp(2g,Z) [2] of the splitting C induced by F
C
. The action of
G
C
on an individual summand, H
2
(E„
FC
), is the same as that of Sp (6, Z) [2]. It follows by
Proposition 4.3 that each direct summand on the right-hand side of equation (5) is trivial.
Taking Sp(2g,Z) [2] coinvariants of each side of the mapping (4) yields a surjective
map from 0 onto H
2
(E„ (F
g,1
))
Sp (2g,Z)*2+
. This completes our proofs of Lemma 4.2 and
Theorem 4.1. h
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 0.1. We know for g*3 that H
2
(!
F
[2]) must have
rank at least one, because H
2
(!
F
)+H
2
(!
F
[2])
Sp (2g,Z@2Z)
, and Harer showed H
2
(!
F
)+Q for
g*3 (see [10]). Now we show that H
2
(!
F
[2]) can have rank at most one, which will "nish
our proof. Using the short exact sequence:
1Pn
F{
P!
F{
[2]P!
F
[2]P1
we get the following E2 term of the associated LHS spectral sequence:
We have that (H
1
(n
F{
))!F*2+"0 because H1(nF{)+H1(Fg), and there exists a mapping class
representative in !
F
[2] that acts by !1 on H
1
(F
g
). Since the E2
0,1
position is zero, we may
conclude that d2
2,0
is the zero map. This implies that E=
2,0
"H
2
(!
F
[2]), which implies that
the rank of H
2
(!
F
[2]) is less than or equal to the rank of H
2
(!
F{
[2]). Thus, H
2
(!
F
[2]) has
rank at most one. We may conclude that H
2
(!
F
[2])+Q. h
5. PROOF OF THE KEY THEOREM 0 PART I:
COMPUTATION OF E2f,0 FOR f)2 USING THE TITS BUILDING FOR Sp(2g,Z)
In this section, we prove Proposition 3.1. An equivalent statement of this proposition is
that HI
i
(BX
g,r
/E„(F
g,r
))"0 for i"1, 2 and r"1, 2 with r#g*5. De"ne BX *0+
g,r
to be the
sub-complex of BX
g,r
consisting of arc systems whose vertices have pair-wise zero intersec-
tion as homology classes.
To prove Proposition 3.1, we "rst show that H
i
(BX*0+
g,r
/„ (F
g,r
))"0 for i"1, 2 and
r"1, 2, with r#g*5. We do this by mapping BX *0+
g,r
/„ (F
g,r
) to the Tits building asso-
ciated to the symplectic group. We then use the high connectivity of the Tits building
established by the Solomon}Tits theorem (see [4, 21]) to show that BX*0+
g,r
/„ (F
g,r
) is also
highly connected. After this, we prove that if BX*0+
g,r
/„ (F
g,r
) has trivial "rst and second
homology, then so does BX*0+
g,r
/E„ (F
g,r
). Finally, we show that H
i
(BX
g,r
/E„(F
g,r
))+
H
i
(BX*0+
g,r
/E„ (F
g,r
)) for i"1, 2 and r"1, 2, with r#g*5. We do this by showing that
every i-cycle in BX
g,r
/E„ (F
g,r
) is homologous to one in the sub-complex BX*0+
g,r
/E„(F
g,r
) for
i"1, 2.
We will spend the next several pages showing that BX*0+
g,r
/„(F
g,r
) has trivial H
1
and
H
2
for the appropriate conditions on g and r. Denote the k-skeleton of BX*0+
g,1
/„ (F
g,1
) by
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>(k)
g,1
. That is, we are only taking those simplices that correspond to arc systems with)k#1
arcs. Denote by X(k)
g,1
the sub-complex of Tits building associated to Sp (2g,Z) that is the
realization of the poset of isotropic subspaces in Z2g of dimension less than or equal to
k#1. There is a surjective map, h(k)
g,1
, from the "rst barycentric subdivision of>(k)
g,1
to X(k)
g,1
. It
is well known that X(k)
g,1
is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of k-spheres, for k(g ([4, 21]).
The map h(k)
g,1
sends a barycenter (a
0
, a
1
,2 , ap) to the isotropic subspace spanned by the
homology classes of the Ma
i
N, and we extend the map linearly over simplices. Note that the
map is well de"ned.
Denote the k-skeleton of BX*0+
g,2
/„ (F
g,2
) by >(k)
g,2
, and de"ne X(k)
g,2
to be the sub-complex
of the Tits building associated to Sp(2(g#1),Z), of subspaces of dimension less than or
equal to k#1 whose simplices consist of the union of the stars of all vertices of the form
f
1
#a where a is in the span of Me
1
, e
2
,2 , eg‘1, f2, f3,2 fg‘1N. There is a surjective map,
h(k)
g,2
from the "rst barycentric subdivision of >(k)
g,2
to X(k)
g,2
. It is de"ned in the same way that
h(k)
g,1
was de"ned. We show below that h(k)
g,r
induces an isomorphism on "rst and second
homology for r"1, 2. First we show that:
LEMMA 5.1. „he sub-complex X(k)
g,2
of the „its building is homotopy equivalent to SSk,
for 1)k)g#1.
Proof. Let <"Q2g‘2 with symplectic form. Fix a line ‚L<, such that ‚ lies in X(k)
g,2
.
We pick ‚"S f
1
T. De"ne >"Mlines ‚@LX(k)
g‘1
:‚ )‚@O0N. De"ne Xk
0
"X(k)
g,2
!>"MAll
isotropic subspaces of dimension )k#1 (with a vector v such that e
1
) v"1)NXMall lines
‚AL‚oN. We use a claim and two lemmas to complete the proof of Lemma 5.1.
CLAIM. „he complex DXk
0
D is contractible.
Before we establish this claim, we need some background. Recall that given two posets
P
1
, P
2
, a map between them, f : P
1
PP
2
is called a poset map if p
1
)p
2
implies that
f (p
1
) f (p
2
). The following is shown in [20]:
LEMMA 5.2. ‚et P
1
and P
2
be two posets with P
1
LP
2
, and let f : P
1
PP
2
be a poset map.
If f (p)*p for all p3P
1
, then DP
1
D is homotopy equivalent to D f (P
1
)D. Similarly, if f (p) p for
all p3P
1
, then DP
1
D is homotopy equivalent to D f (P
1
)D.
Getting back to our claim, we de"ne a poset map
t : Xk
0
PXk
0
t : &C&W‚M.
Note that ‚M is 2g#1 dimensional. Either the dimension of &’1 which implies that
&5‚MO0 (only 2g#2 dimensions of freedom here), or the dimension of &"1 and & is in
‚M. We have that t is non-trivial, and t(x) x for all x3Xk
0
. Thus DXk
0
D is homotopy
equivalent to Im(t).
Now de"ne the poset map:
/ : Im(t)PXk‘1
0
/ :*C*#‚.
Here we have x)/ (x) for all x3Im(t), and DIm(/)D is contractible. This, in addition to
/, t being poset maps, implies that DXk
0
D is contractible. h
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LEMMA 5.3. If ‚@3> i.e. ‚@ )‚O0, then lk
Xk0
‚@ is homotopy equivalent to SSk~1.
Proof. Choose a symplectic basis of < : Me
1
, f
1
,2 , eg‘1, fg‘1N such that S f1T"‚ and
S f
1
#e
1
T"‚@. The space ‚M is spanned by M f
1
, e
2
, f
2
, e
3
, f
3
,2 , eg‘1, fg‘1N. The space (‚@)M
is spanned by Me
1
#f
1
, e
2
, f
2
, e
3
, f
3
,2 , eg‘1, fg‘1N, and we have dim ‚M5(‚@)M"2g. Now
de"ne a poset map
f : lk
Xk0
‚@Plk
Xk0
‚@W(‚MW(‚@)M)
&C&W‚M
where we view lk
Xk0
W(‚MW(‚@)M) as a sub-complex of the standard Tits building associated to
the symplectic group of genus g (where subspaces have dimension )k). Note that since ‚@
can link with &, then & is already in (‚@)M. We also have that f is a poset map with f (p) p
for all p3&, and f maps to the Tits building associated to Sp (2g,Z) (with subspaces no
larger than dimension k). The map f is onto the Tits building, since if A is an element of the
Tits building, then A#‚@ in lkk
X0
‚@ maps via f to A. We may conclude that lk
Xk0
‚@5
(‚M5 (‚@)M) is homotopy equivalent to SSk~1. Finally, f a poset map with f (p) p for all
p3& implies that lk
Xk0
‚@ is homotopy equivalent to SSk~1. This completes the proof of
Lemma 5.3. h
Now, we may contract Xk
0
to get DX(k)
g,2
D homotopy equivalent to SSk, completing the
proof of Lemma 5.1. h
Now we get back to examining the maps h(k)
g,r
. Our goal is to show they induce
isomorphisms on "rst and second homology. Recall that an ordered sequence of vectors
(v
1
,2 , vm) in a right R-module M is called unimodular when v1,2 , vm is a basis of a free
direct summand of M. In our case, M"Zk, and we may consider an ordered unimodular
sequence of vectors to be one in which the vectors can be placed as columns in a k by
k matrix of determinant plus or minus one. De"ne a partial ordering of ordered sequences of
distinct elements of a set V by re"nement: (v
1
,2 , vm) (w1,2 , wn) if and only if there is
a strictly increasing map / : M1,2 , mNPM1,2 , nN such that vi"w((i) . De"ne=k to be the
poset formed by unimodular sequences of vectors in Zk with this partial ordering. There is
a similar poset formed by the simplices in the BX*0+
g,r
/„
g,r
complex. Note that the realization
of this poset is the "rst barycentric subdivision of the BX*0+
g,r
/„
g,r
complex. We have the
following result relating=
k
and the poset of simplices in the BX*0+
g,r
/„
g,r
complex. First we let
Z(k)
g,1
denote an arbitrary k-dimensional isotropic subspace in X(k)
g,1
.
PROPOSITION 5.1. =hen k)g, there is an isomorphism between the sub-poset of simplices
(h(k)
g,1
)~1()Z(k)
g,1
) and the poset =
k
.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Z(k)
g,1
is spanned by
Se
1
, e
2
,2 , ekT. For k"1, Z(k)g,1 is spanned by Se1T. This subspace has only two classes of
vertices in >(1)
g,1
mapping to it, namely those with homology $e
1
. Similarly, the only
unimodular vectors in Z are $1.
Now consider the subspace spanned by Se
1
,2 , ekT, for k’1. We show that any k!1
simplex in its preimage uniquely determines a k by k matrix with determinant plus or minus
one.
Consider a k!1 simplex in the preimage of spanSe
1
, e
2
,2 , ekT. We shall call the arcs
that make up the simplex v
1
, v
2
,2, vk. The homology class in H1 (Fg,1 ;Z) of each vi must be
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of the form
[v
i
]"a1
i
e
1
#a2
i
e
2
#2#ak
i
e
k
#0f
1
#2#0f
k
. (6)
In addition, the homology classes [v
1
], [v
2
],2, [vk] must extend to a homology basis of
H
1
(F
g,1
;Z), else the collection of v
i
could not have formed a realizable arc system. In
particular, we can form a symplectic matrix 2k]2k integer matrix, ;, with the coe$cients
of the expressions in (6) comprising the "rst k columns. Symbolically,
;"C
A X
1
0 X
2
D
where each block is k]k. This means that ;5J;"J; where
J"C
0 I
k
!I
k
0D .
Plugging into this, one sees that A5X
2
"I. So det (A) det(X
2
)"1. Since each matrix has
integer entries, this implies that det(A)"$1, which was what we wanted to show. In
addition, the matrix A was completely determined by the homology classes of each v
i
in H
1
(F
g,1
;Z), and by Lemma 3.2, this property uniquely determines a k!1 simplex in
BX*0+
g,1
/„
g,1
.
In the other direction, start with a k by k matrix of determinant plus or minus one, call it
X. Map X to Sp(2k,Z) via the standard injective homomorphism from G‚
k
(Z).
XCC
X 0
0 X~1D .
The columns of the resulting matrix form a basis for H
1
(F
g,1
; Z), and in particular the
"rst k columns can be realized by a rank k!1 arc system in which the arcs have pair-wise
zero intersection as homology classes, and thus the arc make up a k!1 simplex in the
BX*0+
g,1
complex. Modulo the action of „
F{
, the arc system is unique.
The above arguments demonstrate that we can construct a bijective map, o from =
k
to (h (k)
g,1
)~1()(Z(k)
g,1
) with (v
1
,2 , vm) (w1,2 ,wn) if and only if o ((v1,2 , vm))
o((w
1
,2 ,wn)). This completes our proof. h
We have an analogous isomorphism for >(k)
g,2
. First we de"ne=@
k
to be the sub-poset of
=
k
consisting of unimodular sequences of vectors in Zk in which each vector in the sequence
has a "rst component of 1. Let Z(k)
g,2
denote an arbitrary k-dimensional isotropic subspace
in X(k)
g,2
.
PROPOSITION 5.2. For k)g#1, there is an isomorphism between the sub-poset of arc
systems in (h(k)
g,2
)~1()Z(k)
g,2
) and the poset =@
k
.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof given for the previous proposition. This time,
it su$ces to consider the subspace spanned by S f
1
, f
1
#f
2
, 2 , f1#fk‘1T, which has the
same span as S f
1
, f
2
,2 , fk‘1T. Its preimage in >(k)g,2 corresponds to unimodular vectors in
Zk‘1, however, the requirement that all vertices in the BX
g,2
complex have intersection one
in homology with the vector e
1
forces the "rst entry of each vertex in the preimage to have
"rst entry one. h
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Before we show that BX*0+
g,r
/„ (F
g,r
) is 2-connected, we need to establish the high
connectivity of the poset of unimodular vectors in Zk. From Maazen [17], we have the
following result:
PROPOSITION 5.3. For iOk!1, HI
i
(=
k
)"0, and for iOk, HI
i
(=@
k
)"0.
Proof. The "rst claim is proven directly by Maazen. The second claim can be deduced
from his work as follows. Let A(n,Z) be the poset of ordered collections of vectors
M(v
0
,2 , vp) : vi3ZnN with the additional property that (v1!v0, v2!v0,2 , vn!v0) is an
ordered unimodular collection of vectors. Maazen showed that HI
i
(A(n, Z))"0 for iOn.
We show here that the complex=@
k
is isomorphic to the complexA(n, Z). Consider a k-cell
in=@
k
. The vectors that make up this k-cell also make up the rows of a matrix of determinant
one:
1 v
0
1 v
1
1 v
2
1 )
1 )
1 )
1 v
k
.
This matrix has determinant one if and only if the following matrix has determinant one:
1 v
0
0 (v
1
!v
0
)
0 (v
2
!v
0
)
0 )
0 )
0 )
0 (v
k
!v
0
)
.
Clearly, this matrix has determinant one if and only if Mv
1
!v
0
, v
2
!v
0
,2 , vk!v0N is
a unimodular collection of vectors. h
As before, let Z(k)
g,r
denote an arbitrary k-dimensional isotropic subspace in X(k)
g,r
for
r"1, 2. We have the following:
COROLLARY 5.1. „he preimage of )Z(k)
g,r
under (h(k)
g,r
) is k!1 connected in>(k)
g,r
for r"1, 2
and k)g!r#1.
Proof. Follows from Propositions 5.1}5.3. h
We now show that h(k)
g,r
induces an isomorphism on "rst and second homology of the
k-skeletons of BX*0+
g,r
/„ (F
g,r
)">(k)
g,r
and X(k)
g,r
, for r"1, 2. In the proof, we show that >(k)
g,r
is
(k!1)-connected for k)3, r"1, 2 and r#g*5.
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Fig. 3. v
1
is connected to v
2
.
Fig. 4. On the left is a 1-cycle in >(1)
g,r
. On the right is the image of the 1-cycle in the Tits building, "lled in.
LEMMA 5.4. If k"0, 1, 2, and r"1, 2, and r#g*5, then HI
k
(>(k‘1)
g,r
)"0
(i.e. HI
k
(BX*0+
g,r
/„(F
g,r
))"0).
Proof. We "rst show that>(1)
g,r
is connected. Consider two vertices in>(0)
g,r
, v
1
and v
2
, and
map them via h(1)
g,r
to X(1)
g,r
for r"1, 2. The image of the vertices are connected in X(1)
g,r
. They
are connected by a path of the form: l
1
LH
1
Ml
3
LH
2
l
k‘1
LH
k
Ml
2
(see Fig. 3).
The points in the path that correspond to lines have two vertices in their preimage in
>(0)
g,r
. For l
1
and l
2
, we pick v
1
and v
2
; for the others, we pick arbitrarily. The points MH
i
N in
the path that correspond to two dimensional subspaces do not have a single well de"ned
pair of vertices in their preimage in >(1)
g,r
, but we do know that (h(1)
g,r
)~1()H
i
) is connected by
Corollary 5.1. Thus, we can connect v
1
to v
3
, since they both lie in the preimage of )H
1
.
Proceeding in this way, we may connect v
1
to v
2
.
Now we show that H
1
(>(2)
g,r
)"0. Consider a map of S1 into>(1)
g,r
. We then map the image
of S1 via h(2)
g,r
to X(2)
g,r
. Since for r"1, 2, X(2)
g,r
is simply connected, we may "ll in the cycle with
2-cells whose vertices correspond to subspaces of dimension one, two, or three (see Fig. 4).
We will use this to extend the map of S1 into >(1)
g,r
to a map of B2 into >(2)
g,r
.
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In the "lled in cycle in X(2)
g,r
, consider the link of a three dimensional subspace vertex, &.
It is a 1-cycle whose vertices correspond to one and two dimensional subspaces. For
a vertex in lk (&) that lies on the boundary of the "lled in cycle, we pick its lift to > (2)
g,r
to be
the corresponding vertex in the preimage of h (2)
g,r
. For example, in Fig. 4, the vertex l
2
lifts to
the vertex v
2
. Each one-dimensional subspace vertex not on the boundary has two possible
lifts, we pick one arbitrarily. Each two-dimensional subspace H is such that (h(2)
g,r
)~1()H) is
connected, so we may connect the vertices we just picked to form a cycle in (h(2)
g,r
)~1()&).
Now, since the preimage of )& is one-connected, we may "ll in the cycle in >(2)
g,r
. By thus
examining the links of all three dimensional subspace vertices, we may "ll in the entire
1-cycle in >(2)
g,r
(provided we are consistent in our lifts of vertices that lie in the links of
di!erent three-dimensional subspace vertices). We may conclude that H
1
(>(2)
g,r
)"0.
Finally, we show that H
2
(>(3)
g,r
)"0. The argument is analogous to those given in the "rst
two cases. Consider a map of S2 into >(2)
g,r
. We map the image of S2 in >(2)
g,r
via h(3)
g,r
to X(3)
g,r
.
Since for r"1 or r"2, X(3)
g,r
is two-connected, we may "ll in the cycle in X(3)
g,r
with 3-cells
comprised of vertices that correspond to subspaces of dimension one, two, three, or four.
We will use this to extend the map of S2 into > (2)
g,r
to a map of B3 into > (3)
g,r
. In the "lled in
cycle in the Tits building (or sub-complex), consider the link of a four-dimensional subspace
vertex, ;. It is a 2-cycle whose vertices correspond to one, two and three-dimensional
subspaces. For vertices, edges and faces that lie on the boundary of the "lled in cycle, we
pick the obvious lifts to >(2)
g,r
. Since lk(;) is a 2-cycle, the work of the previous paragraph
shows that it lifts to a simply connected collection of 2-cells in >(2)
g,r
. Since each simplex of
this collection belongs to (h(3)
g,r
)~1();), and since (h(3)
g,r
)~1();) is 2-connected, the collection
of 2-cells is trivial in H
2
(>(3)
g,r
). By thus examining the links of all four-dimensional subspace
vertices, we may "ll in the entire 2-cycle (again, provided we are consistent in our lifts of
vertices that lie in the links of di!erent four-dimensional subspace vertices). It follows that
H
2
(>(3)
g,r
) is trivial. h
Note that at this point, we have shown H
i
(BX*0+
g,r
/„ (F
g,r
))"0 for i"1, 2; r"1, 2, and
r#g*5. With a more little work, we will also show that H
i
(BX*0+
g,r
/E„ (F
g,r
))"0 for
i"1, 2 and the same conditions on g and r.
Let >M (k)
g,r
be the quotient of >(k)
g,r
by Z/2Z where Z/2Z acts trivially on a single vertex and
reverses the order of a sequence of vertices. The Z/2Z action acts in this way because vertices
in>(k)
g,r
have zero intersection in homology. We will denote by „ a lift of the Z/2Z generator.
We have the following lemma:
LEMMA 5.5. If k"0, 1, 2; r"1, 2, and r#g*5, then HI
k
(>M (k‘1)
g,r
)"0 (i.e. HI
k
(BX*0+
g,r
/
E„
g,r
)"0).
Proof. We "rst show >M (1)
g,r
is connected. Consider two vertices, v
1
, v
2
in >M (0)
g,r
. They have
unique lifts in >(1)
g,r
. The vertices are connected in >(1)
g,r
. We may conclude that they are
connected in >M (1)
g,r
by projecting the path that connects them in >(1)
g,r
.
We next show that H
1
(>M (2)
g,r
)"0. Consider a 1-cycle in >M (1)
g,r
. Each vertex in the 1-cycle
has a unique lift in >(2)
g,r
. Each edge has two possible lifts. We can pick an orientation of the
cycle (which we can think of as a circle), and this allows us to pick a consistent lift of each
edge. The 1-cycle we lift to in >(2)
g,r
can be "lled in, since H
1
(>(2)
g,r
)"0. By projecting, we may
also "ll in the 1-cycle in >M (k)
g,2
.
Finally, we show H
2
(>M (3)
g,r
)"0. Suppose c3C
2
(>M (2)
g,r
), with c"+
p
npp, where each p is
a 2-simplex. Suppose also that Lc"0. We show there exists a j in C
3
(>M (3)
g,r
) with Lj"c.
Choose a lift of c to >(3)
g,r
, cJ . Both cJ and „cJ project to c. In addition, L (cJ#„cJ )"LcJ#
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Fig. 5. A typical 1-cycle.
(!1)($*. cJ )„LcJ"0. Since H
2
(>(3)
g,r
)"0, there exists a z in C
3
(>(3)
g,r
) such that Lz"cJ#„cJ . If
we let n be the projection map from>(3)
g,r
to>M (3)
g,r
, it follows that Lnz"nLz"n (cJ#„cJ )"2c.
Thus, we set j"(1/2)nz, and we are through. h
This bring us to our "nal lemma needed to show that E2
1,0
and E2
2,0
are trivial in the
spectral sequences (*) and (**).
LEMMA 5.6. If i"1, 2; r"1, 2, and r#g*5, then H
i
(BX
g,r
/E„ (F
g,r
))+H
i
(BX*0+
g,r
/
E„(F
g,r
))"0.
Proof. 1-Cycles: We show that any 1-cycle in BX
g,r
/E„(F
g,r
) is equivalent to a 1-cycle
whose vertices are non-intersecting. Given any 1-cycle, we can represent it as a circle
(see Fig. 5).
When convenient, for the remainder of this section, we will abuse notation by denoting
an arc and its homology class by the same symbol. If v
i
) v
i‘1
"1, we will "nd a w with
w ) v
i
"w ) v
i‘1
"0, and the realizations of v
i
,v
i‘1
and w form a rank 2 arc system. Thus, in
homology, we can replace an edge with vertices of non-zero intersection with two edges in
BX*0+
g,r
/E„
g,r
. All that remains to show is that it is possible to pick such a w. If r"1, by
a symplectic change of basis, we may assume that
v
i
"e
1
v
i‘1
"f
1
.
This is a suitable choice of v
i
and v
i‘1
because e
1
) f
1
"1, and e
1
and f
1
can be realized as
an arc system. For g*3, all we have to do is pick w"e
3
.
If r"2, then by a symplectic change of basis, (and assuming that the arc to be "xed has
homology class e
1
), we may assume that
v
i
"f
1
v
i‘1
"f
1
!e
1
#ae
2
where a"$1, else e
1
!v
i
#v
i‘1
would not be primitive, and thus we could not realize
e
1
, v
i
, and v
i‘1
as non-intersecting on the same surface. In this case, we can pick
w"f
1
#a f
2
. Such a w exist for g*2.
2-Cycles: We show that any 2-cycle in BX
g,r
/E„
g,r
is equivalent to a 2-cycle in
BX*0+
g,2
/E„
g,2
. Given a 2-simplex Sv
0
, v
1
, v
2
T with some v
i
) v
j
O0 that is a face of a 2-cycle, we
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Fig. 6. Two adjacent faces.
Fig. 7. We can replace Sv
1
, v
2
, wT and Sv
1
, v
2
, w@T.
show that there exists a vertex w with w ) v
i
"0, for i"0, 1, 2. If one of the v
i
) v
j
O0, then
when we cut our original surface along v
0
, v
1
, and v
2
, we are left with a surface of genus at
least 1 with at least 1 boundary component. (The surface of genus 1 with 1 boundary
component occurs when the Mv
i
N are vertices in BX
2,2
.) Thanks to the genus one subsurface,
p
1
can be connected to p
2
with an arc w that does not intersect the Mv
i
N and w is not isotopic
to any of the Mv
i
N.
Now consider two adjacent faces in our 2-cycle (see Fig. 6). After "nding w, w@ as
described above, there are two cases to consider. If v
1
) v
2
is zero, we may connect w to v
0
, v
1
,
and v
2
, and we may connect w@ to v
1
, v
2
, and v
3
. Modding out by the image of the resulting
two new 3-simplices replaces the old 2-simplices in BX
g,r
/E„
g,r
with an equivalent collec-
tion of 2-simplices in BX*0+
g,r
/E„
g,r
.
The second case occurs when v
1
) v
2
is one. In this case, we "nd a sequence of vertices,
Mw
k
N such that w"w
0
,w
1
,w
2
,2 ,wp"w@ with wk )wk‘1"0 and wk ) vj"0 for j"1, 2. In
addition, Mv
1
, w
k
, w
k‘1
N and Mv
2
, w
k
, w
k‘1
N form arc systems. This give us a collection of
faces in BX*0+
g,r
/E„
g,r
that will be equivalent to the old faces in BX
g,r
/E„
g,r
(see Fig. 7).
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It remains to show that we can "nd such a sequence of Mw
k
N. Again, we will consider two
cases:
Case 1: F
g,1
with g*4. In this case, cutting F
g,1
along v
1
and v
2
, yields a surface of
genus g!1 with 1 boundary component. We have reduced this case to showing that the
vertices in BX*0+
g,1
/E„ (F
g,1
) are connected for g*3. We will show this below.
Case 2: F
g,2
with g*3. In this case, cutting along v
1
and v
2
yields a surface of genus
g!1 with 2 boundary components. Thus, showing the claim for Case 2 is equivalent
to showing that the vertices in BX*0+
g,2
/E„ (F
g,2
) are connected for g*2, which we also
do below.
PROPOSITION 5.4. If r"1, 2, and r#g*4, then BX*0+
g,r
/E„(F
g,r
) is connected.
Proof. We treat two di!erent cases. The "rst is for BX*0+
g,1
/E„ (F
g,1
), with g*3. Given
two arbitrary vertices in BX*0+
g,1
/E„ (F
g,1
), by a symplectic change of basis, they can be put in
the form v
1
"f
1
and v
2
"ae
1
#e
2
. In this case, we may connect v
1
to v
2
via w"e
3
. This
concludes Case 1.
The next case is for BX*0+
g,2
/E„(F
g,2
), with g*2 (we will actually show for g*1). Given
two vertices in BX*0+
g,2
/E„(F
g,2
), by a change of basis, they can be put in the form v
1
"f
1
, and
v
2
"f
1
#ae
1
#be
2
. Now pick:
w
1
"f
1
#ae
1
#(b!1) e
2
w
2
"f
1
#ae
1
#(b!2) e
2
F
w
k
"f
1
#ae
1
#e
2
w
k‘1
"f
1
!af
2
w
k‘2
"f
1
!(a!1) f
2
F
w
k‘a
"f
1
.
It follows that v
1
connects to v
2
via the above sequence of w
i
. We must justify that each
w
i
and w
i‘1
can be realized in an arc system together with e
1
. We "rst show that
f
1
#ae
1
#be
2
can be realized in an arc system with e
1
and f
1
#ae
1
#(b!1)e
2
. This is
true because there is a symplectic matrix taking f
1
to f
1
#ae
1
#(b!1) e
2
, taking f
1
#e
2
to f
1
#ae
1
#be
2
, and "xing e
1
(and it is easy to see that f
1
, f
1
#e
2
and e
1
are realizable as
an arc system). The matrix is given below:
1 0 a b!1
0 1 b!1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
.
One can similarly justify that e
1
, f
1
#ae
1
#e
2
, f
1
!af
2
are realizable together, and that
e
1
, f
1
!af
2
, f
1
!(a!1) f
2
are realizable together.
This proves that two arbitrary vertices are connected in BX*0+
g,r
/E„ (F
g,r
), for r"1, 2 and
r#g*4. h
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We have established Lemma 5.6. In particular, H
i
(BX
g,r
/E„ (F
g,r
))"0 for i"1, 2 and
r"1, 2 and r#g*5. Thus, we have established Proposition 3.1. h
6. PROOF OF KEY THEOREM 0 PART II: COMPUTATION OF E21,1
Our goal here is to prove Proposition 3.2. Before doing so, though, we need the
following de"nitions. Recall that when c is a simple closed curve on F
g,r
, we denote by q
c
the
right handed Dehn twist on c. Suppose a and b are a pair of non-bounding, disjoint,
homologous simple closed curves in F
g,r
, then q
a
q~1
b
3„
g,r
. We call such a map a BP map.
The genus of a BP map is the smaller of the genera of the two pieces into which a and
b separate F
g,r
. The genus of a BSCC map is de"ned in the same way.
Now we turn to an important proposition, a special case of Proposition 3.2.
PROPOSITION 6.1. If g*3, then E2
1,1
"0 in the spectral sequence (*).
Proof. The "rst step in the proof is to show that H
1
(E„ (F
g,2
))"0 for g*2. This is
done by showing that H
1
„ (F
g,2
) is generated by classes that can be represented by BP
maps, and then observing that taking Z/2Z coinvariants kills all such classes. By Corollary
1.1 (the same reasoning used there applies when r"2), H
1
(E„ (F
g,2
))"H
1
(„ (F
g,2
))Z@2Z
"0.
We will use two lemmas and several pages to prove Proposition 6.1.
LEMMA 6.1. If g*2, then H
1
(E„ (F
g,2
))"0.
Proof. One can use the action of „ (F
g,2
) on BX
g,2
to compute H
1
(„ (F
g,2
)). We get the
resulting E1 term (*@), similar to (*) from Section 3. The only di!erence is that the cell
stabilizers are now all regular Torelli groups, and there are more orbits. The results of the
previous section imply that E2
1,0
"0 for the spectral sequence (*@) with g*2.
Note that each vertex in the BX
g,2
complex determines a subsurface of type F
g,1
, and
„ (F
g,2
) acts naturally on these surfaces. Take ’ to be the set of orbit representatives of such
surfaces. We have established the following:
LEMMA 6.2. If g*2, then =
F{|’H1(„F{)PH1(„ (Fg,2)) is surjective.
For g*3, Johnson [12] showed that „
F{
is generated by BP maps. Lemma 6.2 thus
establishes that H
1
(„ (F
g,2
)) is generated by classes represented by BP maps. Our next step
is to show that the class of any BP map is trivial in H
1
(„ (F
g,2
))Z@2Z
. First let h denote the
di!eomorphism of the surface in Fig. 8 that results from rotating the "gure 1803 about it
&&axis’’, taking curve a to curve b, and vice versa. In Fig. 8 below, conjugation by h takes
q
b
q~1
a
to q~1
b
q
a
. Similarly, any other genus 1 BP map can be conjugated by an element of the
mapping class group, !
g,2
, to q
b
q~1
a
. Thus for each BP map /, there is a hyperelliptic
involution, namely h or h conjugated by a di!eomorphism, that conjugates / to its inverse.
This shows that the class of any genus 1 BP map is trivial in H
1
(„ (F
g,2
))Z@2Z
. Similarly, the
class of a BP map of arbitrary genus )g is also trivial in H
1
(E„ (F
g,2
)). This allows us to
conclude that H
1
(E„ (F
g,2
))"0 for g*3. It remains to show H
1
(E„ (F
2,2
))"0.
To show that E„(F
2,2
) has trivial "rst homology, we "rst show that H
1
(„ (F
2,1
)) is
generated elements represented by BP and BSCC maps. This, along with Lemma 6.2, will
imply that H
1
(„ (F
2,2
)) is too. By Proposition 1.2, H
1
(„ (F
2,1
))+H
1
(„ (F
2
))=H
1
(n
F{
), where
n
F{
is the fundamental group of the unit tangent bundle of a surface of genus 2. It is known
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Fig. 8. The curves a and b determine a typical genus 1 BP map.
that „ (F
2
) is generated by BSCC maps [19]. If we can show that H
1
(n
F{
) is generated by
classes represented by BP maps, then it will follow that H
1
(„ (F
2,1
)) is generated by classes
represented by BP and BSCC maps.
We now describe how the generators of H
1
(n
F{
) can be realized in H
1
(„ (F
2,1
)). A loop in
n
1
(F
2
) is realized as an element of !(F1
2
) by considering a regular neighborhood of the loop;
the loop determines a di!eomorphism of F1
2
by taking a right (positive) Dehn twist on one
boundary of the regular neighborhood, and a left (negative) Dehn twist on the other
boundary. We can choose a lift of this element to ! (F
2,1
) in the obvious way. Any such
element is a BP map, thus H
1
(„
2,1
) is generated by classes that can be represented by BP
and BSCC maps.
We now show that the class corresponding to an arbitrary genus 2 BSCC map is trivial
in H
1
(„ (F
2,1
)), hence also trivial in H
1
(„ (F
2,2
)) by Lemma 6.2. We use the following short
exact sequences:
1Pn
F{
P„ (F
2,1
)P„ (F
2
)P1
and
1PZPn
F{
Pn
1
(F
2
)P1.
The "rst short exact sequence shows that the BSCC map lies in n
F{
, since a genus 2 BSCC
map is trivial in „ (F
2
). Moreover, the genus 2 BSCC map lies in the Z of the second short
exact sequence. In the LHS spectral sequence associated to the second short exact sequence,
a non-trivial multiple of the generator of H
1
(Z) lies in the image of the d2
2,0
map, thus the
class associated to the genus 2 BSCC map is trivial in homology with rational coe$cients.
Finally, we show that any genus 1 BSCC map can be written as a linear combination of
BP maps. We "rst recall the lantern relation, proved in [12], for the mapping class group of
a sphere with four boundary components. Let e
1
, e
2
, e
3
and e
4
represent the four boundary
components, and let q
ij
represent the right handed Dehn twist on the simple closed curve
separating e
i
and e
j
from the other boundary components, 1)i(j)3, the lantern relation
says that: qe1qe2qe3qe4"q12q13q23 (see Fig. 9). Given an arbitrary BSCC map in F2,2, we use
the same lantern relation to rewrite it in terms of BP maps (see Fig. 10). We may conclude
that H
1
(„ (F
2,2
)) is generated by classes represented by BP maps. This implies that
H
1
(E„ (F
g,2
))"0 for g*2, completing our proof of Lemma 6.1. h
The next step in the proof of Proposition 6.1 is to show that in the spectral sequence
(*) with g*3, all classes in =H1(„ (Fg~1,2)) are equivalent to classes in
=H
1
(E„ (F
g~1,2
))"0, mod the image of d1
2,1
. We examine one particular summand,
corresponding to the arc system Sv
1
, v
2
T with [v
1
] ) [v
2
]"0. By the arguments given above,
we only need to consider genus 1 BP maps in „ (F
g~1,2
). Consider a genus 1 BP map, qa q~1b
that stabilizes Sv
1
, v
2
T. We show there exists a vertex w from the BX
g,2
complex that has
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Fig. 9. The lantern relation qe1 qe2 qe3 qe4"q23q12q13.
Fig. 10. The lantern relation used to write a BSCC map in terms of BP maps. Here we have qe3"(q12q~1e4 ) (q13q~1e1 )
(q
23
q~1e2 ), in E„2,2 .
Fig. 11. w is the broken arc.
intersection one with [v
1
] and [v
2
] and Sv
1
, v
2
, wT is stabilized by qa q~1b (see Fig. 11 below).
It follows that d1 maps Sw, v
1
, v
2
T?[qa q~1b ] to Sw, v1T?[qa q~1b ]!Sw, v2T?
[qa q~1b ]#Sv1, v2T?[qa q~1b ].
In this case, Sw, v
1
T?[qa q~1b ] and Sw, v2T?[qa q~1b ] are elements of =H1(E„
(F
g~1,2
))"0, which implies that mod the image of d1
2,1
, the class (v
1
,v
2
)?[qa q~1b ] is trivial.
All that remains to show is that such a w exists. For example, consider the vectors
Sv
0
, v
1
T"S f
1
, f
1
#e
2
T, and consider the BP map pictured in Fig. 11. In this case, we pick
w to be an arc with homology class f
1
!e
1
#e
3
.
The only type of genus one BP map that will not allow us to immediately pick such
a vertex w is one in which one of the curves of the BP map cuts the F
g~1,2
determined by the
arcs Se
1
, v
1
, v
2
T into an F
g~1,1
and an F
0,2
(see Fig. 12 where the BP map in question is
qe4 q~112 ). In this case, we can use the lantern relation to rewrite the BP map in terms of BP
maps whose curves do not separate o! the F
g~1,2
determined by Se
1
, v
1
, v
2
T.
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Fig. 12. The BP map qe4 q~112 can be rewritten as q~1e1 q13q~1e2 q23q~1e3 . Notice that q~1e2 , q23, and q~1e3 are trival in
homology, and q~1e1 q13 leaves enough room to pick a suitable w.
We have shown that all classes on one direct summand of =H
1
(„ (F
g~1,2
)) are trivial in
E2
1,1
of the spectral sequence (*). Since all other summands are isomorphic to this summand
via conjugation by a di!eomorphism that "xes the arc c
0
(from the de"nition of BX
g,2
), the
same arguments apply to show that the classes in each summand are trivial in E2
1,1
. This
completes the proof of Proposition 6.1. h
Next, we will show that for g*4, E2
1,1
"0 in the spectral sequence (**). This will "nish
our proof of Proposition 3.2. We will do this by showing that in the spectral sequence (**),
all classes in =H
1
(„ (F
g~2,3
)) are equivalent to classes in =H
1
(E„ (F
g~1,1
)), mod the image
of d1
2,1
. By Corollary 1.1 =H
1
(E„ (F
g~1,1
))"0 for g*4, which implies that E2
1,1
"0 in
(**). At this point, we need the following lemma:
LEMMA 6.3. For g*2, H
1
(„ (F
g,3
)) is generated by classes represented by genus 1 BP
maps.
Proof. Fix a rank 1, species 0 arc system in the BX
g‘2,1
complex associated to F
g‘2,1
.
Without loss of generality, we take the vertices of this arc system to have homology classes
e
1
and e
1
#e
2
. De"ne G (F
g,3
) to be the subgroup of ! (F
g‘2,1
) that consists of classes of
di!eomorphisms that "x this arc system. Consider the surjective homomorphism
g :G(F
g,3
)PG(F1
g,2
)
The map g takes a di!eomorphism of F
g‘2,1
to the di!eomorphism of F1
g‘1,1
that results
from shrinking to a point the "rst meridian of the reference surface, F
g‘2,1
. The map is well
de"ned on isotopy classes. The kernel of g is Z and it is of course generated by the Dehn
twist on the "rst meridian of F
g‘2,1
. There is a corresponding surjective homomorphism:
g :„ (F
g,3
)C„ (F1
g,2
)
where„ (F1
g,2
) is de"ned to be the image of „ (F
g,3
) under g. This map has trivial kernel since
no multiple of the Dehn twist on the "rst meridian is an element of „ (F
g,3
). It follows that
„ (F
g,3
)+„ (F1
g,2
).
De"ne G(F
g,2
) to be the stabilizer of a "xed rank 0 species 0 arc system in the BX
g‘2,1
complex. We may thus use the following short exact sequences to "nd generators of
H
1
(„(F
g,3
)):
1Pn
1
F
g,2
PG(F1
g,2
)PG(F
g,2
)P1
1PKP„ (F1
g,2
)P„ (F
g,2
)P1
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Fig. 13. p
2
and the third longitude.
Fig. 14. Generators for n
1
(F
g,2
).
where K is a subgroup of n
1
F
g,2
, and a loop in n
1
F
g,2
is realized as an element of G(F1
g,2
) by
taking a regular neighborhood of the loop; the loop determines a di!eomorphism of F1
g,2
by
taking a positive Dehn twist on the one boundary of the regular neighborhood, and
a negative Dehn twist on the other boundary. We lift such an element to G(F
g,3
) by taking it
to itself plus a Dehn twist on the new meridian of the reference surface.
The associated LHS spectral sequence shows that the generators of H
1
(„ (F
g,3
)) come
from the generators of H
1
(„ (F
g,2
)) and from the generators of H
1
(K). We know that there
exists a set of generators of H
1
(„ (F
g,2
)) whose classes are all represented by BP maps. It
remains to show that H
1
(K) is generated by classes represented by BP and BSCC maps.
Since K(n
1
F
g,2
, we may consider the action of a set of generators of n
1
F
g,2
on the
homology of the reference surface, F
g‘2,1
(see Fig. 13 for our choice of generators of n
1
F
g,2
,
viewed in F
g‘1,1
). By examining Fig. 13 below, one can see that in F
g‘2,1
, the generator
p
2
acts on the third longitude ( f
3
) by sending it to f
3
#e
1
, and it acts on the "rst longitude
( f
1
) by sending it to f
1
#e
3
; while "xing all other meridians and longitudes. Similarly,
p
k
takes f
k‘1
to f
k‘1
#e
1
and p
k
takes f
1
to f
1
#e
k‘1
. (for 1(k)g#1). When k"1,
p
k
"p
1
takes f
1
to f
1
!e
2
, and p
1
takes f
2
to f
2
!e
1
. We also have that q
k
takes e
k‘1
to
e
k‘1
#e
1
and q
k
takes f
1
to f
1
#f
k‘1
(for 1(k)g#1).
It is not di$cult to show the actions of these generators of n
1
(F
g,2
) on H
1
(F
g‘2,1
)
commute with each other. In addition, (p
k
)n or (q
k
)n acts trivially on homology if and only if
n"0. This implies that combinations of generators act trivially on homology if and only if
the combinations are commutators. Thus, K"[n
1
(F
g,2
), n
1
(F
g,2
)]. It remains to show that
[n
1
(F
g,2
), n
1
(F
g,2
)] is generated by BP and BSCC maps.
If we consider the generators of n
1
(F
g,2
) pictured in Fig. 14, one can easily show that the
following elements are realizable in „
g,3
as a product of a BSCC and a BP map, for iOj:
M[p
i
, p
j
][p
j
, q
j
], [q~1
i
, p
j
][p
j
, q
j
], [q
i
, q
j
][p
i
, q
i
]N.
Conjugating any of these maps by elements of n
1
(F
g,2
) will not change this property. Since
[n
1
(F
g,2
), n
1
(F
g,2
)] is generated by such maps and their conjugates, we may conclude that
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Fig. 15. aXb does not separate L
0
from L
2
.
Fig. 16. q
a
q~1
b
is an element of a subgroup of „ (F
g,1
) isomorphic to „ (F
g~2,2
).
[n
1
(F
g,2
), n
1
(F
g,2
)] is generated by BSCC and BP maps. By using the lantern relation as
discussed above, one may further conclude that H
1
(„(F
g,3
)) is generated by classes repre-
sented by genus 1 BP maps. This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.3. h
Now we show:
LEMMA 6.4. In the E1
1,1
position of the spectral sequence (**) with g*4, all classes in
=H
1
(„(F
g~2,3
)) are equivalent, mod the image of d1
2,1
, to classes in =H
1
(E„(F
g~1,1
)). „hus all
such classes are trivial.
Proof. It su$ces to consider one summand (one H
1
(„(F
g~2,3
))), since all other sum-
mands are isomorphic to the one we pick via conjugation by a homeomorphism of F
g,1
.
Consider an arbitrary BP map, q
a
q~1
b
that stabilizes a species 0 edge in BX
g,1
(correspond-
ing to a generator of H
1
(„
g~2,3
)). We will show its homology class is trivial. Without loss of
generality, we will assume the edge is Sv
0
, v
1
T, where [v
0
]"e
1
and [v
1
]"e
2
. Cutting
F
g,1
along v
1
and v
2
yields a surface of genus g with 3 boundary components, L
0
, L
1
and L
2
.
If there exists a third vertex, w, in the BX
g,1
complex such that [w] ) [v
1
]"[w] ) [v
0
]"1,
and such that Sw, v
0
, v
1
T is an arc system such that none of its arcs intersects the simple
closed curves aXb, then the image of Sw, v
0
, v
1
T?[q
a
q~1
b
] under d1
2,1
pulls Sv
0
, v
1
T?
[q
a
q~1
b
] into =H
1
(E„
g~1,1
). Being able to "nd such a w is equivalent to aXb not separating
L
0
from L
2
(see Fig. 15).
If aXb separates L
0
from L
2
, but it does not separate L
1
from L
2
, then we can show that
q
a
q~1
b
is as an element of a subgroup of „(F
g,1
) isomorphic to „(F
g~2,2
). By connecting L
1
to
L
2
via an arc, c, that does not intersect aXb (for example, the dotted arc in Fig. 16), we have
that the pointwise stabilizer of the arcs e
1
, e
1
#e
2
and c is isomorphic to „(F
g~2,2
), and
q
a
q~1
b
lies in the stabilizer.
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Fig. 17. q
a
q~1
b
"q~1
12
qe4"(q~1e1 q13) (q~1e2 q23)q~1e3 . In homology, qe3 is trivial. The simple closed curves associated to
(q~1e1 q13) do not separate L1 from L2 and the simple closed curves associated to (q~1e2 q23) do not separate L0 from L2 .
Lemma 6.2 implies that for g*4, =H
1
(„(F
g~2,1
))PH
1
(„(F
g~2,2
)) is surjective, where
the direct sum is over a set of representatives of vertex classes in the BX
g~2,2
complex. We
can apply Lemma 6.2 to the stabilizer of e
1
, e
1
#e
2
, and c, using a BX complex with arcs
that connect L
0
to L
2
, and the arcs do not intersect v
0
or v
1
. Moreover, each arc, w in the
complex has the property that [w] ) e
1
"[w] ) (e
1
#e
2
)"1. Thus, we can represent [q
a
q~1
b
]
as a linear combination of BP maps, M/
i,j
N in which the simple closed curves associated to
each /
i,j
do not intersect the corresponding vertex w
i
. Thus, the image of +
i
(Sw
i
, e
1
, e
1
#
e
2
T?[+
j
c
i,j
/
i,j
]) under d1
2,1
pulls Se
1
, e
1
#e
2
T?[q
a
q~1
b
] into =H
1
(E„(F
g~1,1
)).
Finally, if aXb separates both L
0
from L
2
and L
1
from L
2
, then we may use a lantern
relation to rewrite q
a
q~1
b
in terms of BP maps whose associated simple closed curves do not
separate L
0
from L
2
or L
1
from L
2
(see Fig. 17). This concludes our proof of Lemma 6.4.
We have established the following:
PROPOSITION 6.2. For g*4, E2
1,1
"0 in the spectral sequence (**).
We have completed the proof of Proposition 3.2 in proving Propositions 6.1 and 6.2.
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